HANNAH NEWMAN + AIMEE ODUM IN CONVERSATION WITH
KYLE MARLER ON THE OCCASION OF NEARLY NOT THERE AT GRIN
KYLE MARLER: Can you both please make a
prediction as to the nature / aesthetic of your
artwork in 2030. Holy crap, I initially typed in
2020 as a ‘super-far-away year’ without realizing it’s 3 years away. The future is now. Crazy.
AIMEE ODUM: I think it will get really weird. Haha.
I can’t accurately imagine what 2030 will be like,
but I can only guess that in 13 years from now
even our immediate surroundings will start to feel
uncanny. I’ve been learning several new programs
lately so I predict that my future work will continue
to evolve in a marriage between digital movements and sculpture...However! If I had my
fortune read and was told what I would end up
making in 2030, I would probably try my absolute
hardest not to...I’m attracted to what feels unpredictable.
HANNAH NEWMAN: Oh wow, that’s a great
question. The year 2030 feels simultaneously
really far away and really close. My best guess is
maybe telepathic installations that transfer an
imaginary installation from my mind to yours?
Who knows? Over the last several years in my
practice, the themes that come through in my
work have remained fairly constant. The way I’m
thinking about and visually conveying those
themes, however, is constantly evolving. I’m
always on to some new medium, whether it’s
program coding or growing crystals depending on
what a specific piece calls for. Recently my work
has been really intentionally dependent on user
based technologies and devices. Depending on
what new technologies are available by 2030, the
possibilities for my work seem unlimited. My
favorite thing about being an artist is that it takes
me so many places I would have never imagined.

KM: you both seem to hone in on a marriage
between nature and technology. Is nature
technology? Like wetware for humans / trees?
Basically, do you think our technology will
advance to a stage that there is no separation?
If so, do you think that we’re the science project of an alien race?
HN: I don’t think nature, untouched by humans
(although at this point, what nature is untouched
by humans?), is technology. Computers and ‘the
network’ have become the absolute metaphor of
our time, much like trains, railroads, and engines
were the supreme cultural metaphor during the
industrial revolution. We’ve come to describe
everything around us, including—or perhaps
especially—ourselves, in terms of interconnected
and computing systems.
That being said, nature is always the basis and
root of technology. Technology is simply humans
interacting with the world around us in a way that
shapes, alters, or uses nature for our desires and
purposes. The alphabet, farming, and constructing shelter are all technologies. In many instances
technology is simply controlling nature. In taking
this wider view of technology, technology
becomes an outpouring or byproduct of human
interaction with nature. And aren’t humans also
nature? In that way, our understandings of nature
and technology as opposites or separate might
begin to dissolve.
AO: I think this understanding is already dissolving. In terms of perception, there is little separation
between nature and technology. We view the
world more through a technological lens than
through
our
own
eyes
and
beings.

The idea of “Nature” is not a new social construction, but the way it circulates digitally is constantly
evolving. I’m thinking about how Thomas Moran’s
paintings of Yellowstone helped the Railway profit
and people decided to travel based off of his
images - We now have Instagram to spur these
decisions and formulate preconceived ideas. And
while “Nature” and technology are both human
constructions, we are still so malleable in
response to them.
KM: I think that dreams are about the most
interesting thing in this world. Do either of you
have recurring dreams, or any particularly vivid
dreams?
HN: Once or twice a year, for a long time now, I’ve
had lovely dreams about whales in the Arctic.
Sometimes I’m swimming with them, sometimes
I’m in a boat and they visit me. Usually my average
dreams are fast-paced and activity driven, but
these dreams have a different pacing. They’re
more lyrical, and nothing really happens. It’s very
calm and mysterious, like unexpected poetry
when you fall asleep. It’s weird because in my
waking life I don’t like swimming and I’m scared of
being underwater.
AO: I can’t remember specific recurring dreams,
but I have recurring situations where I’m always
flying. This has been happening since I was a kid.
The first dream I had flying, I kept jumping off our
living room couch until I finally caught some air
and was weightless. Now, my dreams tend to be
more chaotic and free-flowing, but there is often
an element of floating from place to place...sometimes with better aerial skills than others.

KM: Aimee -- one of your pieces seems to have
shiny ‘alien raindrop’ / ‘sea barnacles.’ And,
Hannah, your work has images of the desert. I
guess my question is: is the future wet or dry?
HN: I’ve been thinking about the idea of simultaneoNusly being thirsty and drowning in my
relationship with current technologies. I’m
over-saturated yet hungry for more. Perhaps the
future is humid?
AO: I sense that everything is a little bit boundless
- melting and merging together. That piece is
focused on horizons. The horizon is both a limit
where we see two spheres of water and sky meet
yet it also communicates an infinite continuum. If
you’re asking if the world will end in a drought or a
flood - I’d rather be immersed in water.
KM: Do you believe in aliens? Is your artwork
influenced by aliens? What is the main driver
for your aesthetic?
AO: I’m very interested in aliens in terms of otherness or beings outside of our human comprehension, sometimes theoretically referred to as
“things.” I’d like to think there is something
besides our human selves capable of existing and
affecting our experiences. It keeps me curious.
At one point, I was encouraged to watch old sci fi
movies and now I’m a big fan...Tarkovsky’s Solaris, World on a Wire, Cronos to name a few. Solaris
is a good example of how anything, even our own
human bodies can become alien. The female lead
is a dream or an other, capable of spontaneously
destroying and reconstructing her body and her
experiences. Related, another main driver for my
work is the process of manipulating imagery and
form. I like the connection between how we are
humanly so impressionable and how video and
clay both allow a great deal of plasticity.
HN: I’ve been thinking a lot about mysticism and
spirituality, and how those impulses feed into, or

are not dissimilar to, our desire for technology.
Both spirituality and technology are ways of
knowing, understanding, and connecting with
things, forces, or people beyond ourselves. I think
that’s all we really want, whether it’s aliens, god, or
fellow S-Town fans that provide those feelings.
Technology and spirituality both provides illusions
of power and control. In my work I want to provide
experiences that complicate or question our
assumptions and certainties. I think there’s still
more that we don’t know in this universe than that
we do.
KM: find your works to be a bit lonely… (I enjoy
loneliness.) Almost as if watching a party from
a bedroom window. Are we lonely?
HN: I think we’re always at least a little bit lonely.
AO: Perhaps more isolated than lonely. I crave
being in isolation from time to time. Would you say
that’s true for you too, Hannah?
HN: I think about the word solitude rather than the
word isolation. Isolation has a connotation for me of
being forced or unwanted. I think of isolation or loneliness as a state of feeling unable to connect with or be
understood by the people around you. I think of
solitude as a time for connecting with yourself, which I
often need.

KM: Is it possible to have a neural network
connecting humanity, but still capture that
‘return to nature’ vibe of v?
HN: Maybe, but I’m skeptical. Utopian narratives
have always been imbedded in our impulses for
nature and technology. Both nature and technology are mythologized as powerful forces that can
bring about a better society than the one we
inhabit now. My work always argues against idealized visions for the self, future, or society. The hard
work and complications of reality are always more
satisfying and interesting than cotton-candy
dreams of paradise
KM: Are you scared of artificial intelligence?
AO: AI feels like one of the more distant technologies coming to fruition, as far as mass production.
Or at least it has a few more kinks to work out. I’m
more scared of VR becoming as common as
social media browsing.

HN: He’d either be that hipster who’s totally above it all
or the judgmental guy who’s every update is some
holier-than-thou platitude.

HN: I’m not scared of artificial intelligence as
much as I’m scared of people designing artificial
intelligence. It feels like a moment when every
experience we have is being shaped or mediated
by designers, who make decisions for us all the
time without oversight of any kind. Regardless of a
designer’s intentions, I think we most often have
no idea what we’re doing. The way technology is
currently being developed and used allows us to
have no idea about the ethics or ramifications
surrounding what we’re doing and do it fast.

Ok wait. Actually he’d probably be the guy always
deleting and re-entering social media, on the fringes,
unable to accept not having a presence in society, but
always reminding us that he’s above it all. Just like how
irl he wanted to be “away” from society,” but basically
he just lived a mile or two out of town for a year.

What I’m really scared of in the near future is facial
recognition ads, where you walk into a store and
screens start playing ads specifically for you.
That’s going to be the worst. Is that artificial intelligence?

KM: Would Thoreau be on social media?

KM: What secrets do dolphins tell each other?
Could you write a one-sentence review of the work
from the perspective of a dolphin?
HN: HA-I love this question. When I was young, my
professional aspiration was to be a dolphin trainer. If I
had continued with that goal, maybe I would know all
the dolphin secrets. I bet they tell secrets about the
things they care about, like which ocean current
makes them feel most alive, and what the floating sea
kelp looked like on the ocean ceiling the night they
remember meeting you, and maybe some darker
things too. I read an article not too long ago about
dolphin gang-rape. Terrifying stuff, especially from
creatures that always look like they’re smiling.
A dolphin review of Nearly Not There would probably
describe the show as similar experience to being
caught in reef cove by a swirling undercurrent that’s
lovely and mesmerizing . . . but you might not get out.
In dolphin that would sound like a series of lonely
piercing whistles.
AO: Squa K'kkah! Squa K'kkah!
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